SGA Resolution 10-03-F

A Resolution to add stop signs at the crosswalk from Scarlett Commons to the Recreation Center.

Whereas: The crosswalk from Scarlett to Recreation Center is a speed bump as well.

Whereas: Drivers do not always stop or reduce speed at crosswalk.

Whereas: The crosswalk is not a safe crossing area as drivers leave campus to exit at MTSU Boulevard and North Rutherford Drive.

THEREFORE, LET IT BE RESOLVED BY THE 66TH SGA CONGRESS THAT:

Section 1: Upon passage, stop signs shall be placed at the crosswalk from Scarlett Commons to the Recreation Center.

Section 2: This Resolution shall take effect immediately upon approval, the student welfare requiring it.

Sponsored by: Ryan Blazer, Senate at Large

________________________    ______________________    ______________________
Speaker of Senate            SGA President            VP Student Affairs
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